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Mechanisms of Inter-Leg Coordination
in Human Gait: Toward Model-Informed
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Abstract— Stroke survivors are often left suffering from
gait instability due to hemiparesis. This gait dysfunction
can lead to higher fall rates and an overall decrease in
quality of life. Though there are many post-stroke gait
rehabilitation methods in use currently, none of them allow
patients to regain complete functionality. Interlimb coordi-
nation is one of the main mechanisms of walking and is
usually overlooked in most post-stroke gait rehabilitation
protocols. This work attempts to help further understand
the mechanism of interlimb coordination and how the brain
is involved in it, studying the contralateral response to
unilateral stiffness perturbations. A unique robotic device,
the Variable Stiffness Treadmill (VST), is used in conjunc-
tion with a pre-established neuromuscular gait model to
analyze for the first time the supraspinal control mecha-
nisms involved in inter-leg coordination induced after uni-
lateral perturbations. The attempt to explain the observed
kinematic and muscular activation data via the gait model
results in the identification of two control variables that
seem to play an important role in gait stability and recovery
after perturbations: the target angle of attack and target
hip to ankle span. This is significant because these two
parameters are directly related to longer stride length and
larger foot clearance during swing phase. Both variables
work toward correcting common issues with hemiparetic
gait, such as a shorter stride and toe drag during swing
phase of the paretic leg. The results of this work could aid
in the design of future model-based stroke rehabilitation
methods that would perturb the subject in a systematic way
and allow targeted interventions with specific functional
outcomes on gait. Additionally, this work—along with future
studies—could assist in improving controllers for robust
bipedal robots as well as our understandingof how the brain
controls balance during perturbed walking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN a stroke occurs, the brain receives less oxygen
due to a blocked or broken blood vessel. This lack

of oxygen over time can cause death to brain cells and break
neural connections that initiate and control human locomotion.
If an individual survives the stroke, there is an estimated 80%
chance that they will suffer from some kind of gait dysfunction
[1]. One of the most common gait dysfunctions, which is
caused by hemiparesis, results in one leg losing sensorimotor
functions. This leads to gait asymmetry, most notably in the
form of a shorter stride length and less ground clearance of one
leg. Not only does this reduce walking speed, which has been
shown to correlate with a decreased quality of life, but also
leads to unstable gait and a higher likelihood of falling [2]–[4].
With an estimated 7 million stroke survivors in America today,
it is clear that there is a great need for a robust, post-stroke
gait rehabilitation method [5].

Since post-stroke gait dysfunction is caused by damage to
the brain, the brain must be the focus of the gait rehabilitation
protocol. Through the mechanism of neuroplasticity, conscious
and repeated training can cause neuronal circuits in the brain
to adapt and make structural and functional changes, possibly
allowing an individual to relearn actions or motions that were
previously disabled due to stroke [6], [7]. Exoskeletons and
other devices that assist subjects through the gait motion
[8]–[13] have been shown in multiple studies to be no more
effective for post-stroke gait rehabilitation than standard tread-
mill therapy, actually performing worse at times [14], [15].
One factor that these devices neglect to consider is that robust
gait requires brain-controlled coordination between the legs
[16]–[18]. One school of thought believes that human gait
mainly involves two specific mechanisms. First, supraspinal
mechanisms initiate gait and adjust to external perturbations.
Second, spinal mechanisms send rhythmic patterns to mus-
cles, sustaining unperturbed walking [19]–[21]. Therefore,
externally induced perturbations could be used in engaging
supraspinal mechanisms for the control of gait, and therefore
aid in the brain’s neuroplastic recovery.

The Variable Stiffness Treadmill (VST) was developed
to allow for repeatable unilateral perturbations that evoke a
balance response that requires coordination between limbs
[22]. This split-belt treadmill perturbs subjects by decreasing
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the vertical ground stiffness of a single belt [23], [24]. This
unilateral stiffness perturbation simulates taking a step onto
a softer surface, such as a yoga mat, grass, or sand. It has
been shown in our previous studies that this could be a very
useful tool in engaging supraspinal mechanisms involved in
gait [17], [18]. Although we have shown evidence that the
brain is involved in interlimb coordination after a unilateral
stiffness perturbation, it is not yet known what the brain is
functionally interested in controlling in this scenario. The
brain is presumably balancing the body to keep it upright,
but how it is specifically doing so is unknown. Additionally,
no gait model has allowed us to replicate walking on the VST,
hindering further study of stiffness-perturbed gait.

In this study, human data collected using the VST was
used alongside a neuromuscular gait model to understand
what specifically is controlled when humans recover from
unilateral stiffness perturbations. This model is an estab-
lished three-dimensional gait model that functions using both
supraspinal and spinal control layers [25], [26]. This model
was not originally designed to walk on variable stiffness sur-
faces; therefore, it was adapted by modifying the environment
and the supraspinal layer of the model. Altering the environ-
ment allowed the model to be put through the same experiment
as human subjects. Modifying the supraspinal layer of the
model was done to help the model stay balanced for the next
step after the perturbation, as it was not originally equipped
to withstand such a disturbance. The direct comparison of the
collected human response with the simulated (model) response
led to the discovery that two supraspinal control variables
were essential in balancing the model during and immediately
after the perturbation: the target sagittal angle of attack and
target hip to ankle span. High level controllers were added
to the supraspinal layer to modulate these target variables
based on the impulse at heel strike, which is directly related
to the ground stiffness of the perturbation. Once the added
controllers were tuned properly, the model behaved similarly
to human subjects on the VST during the ensuing contralateral
step, outputting data with comparable trends. This supports the
hypothesis that supraspinal mechanisms may have high-level
control functions directly affecting those two variables of
human gait. This study, in conjunction with previous works
that display the brain’s involvement in interlimb coordination
[17], [18], may prove useful for model-based gait rehabilitation
of stroke survivors with specific functional outcomes.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

A. Interlimb Coordination

The mechanism of interlimb coordination is vital in
post-stroke gait rehabilitation. Humans must constantly adjust
to the ever-changing environment around them while walk-
ing. Consequently, humans must remain balanced even when
changing walking speeds, adapting to different walking sur-
faces, and avoiding obstacles. This requires a robust coor-
dination between legs [27]. This coordination is essential in
stroke rehabilitation as many studies have shown significant
brain involvement when steady gait is perturbed unilaterally,
resulting in a modulation of interlimb coordination [17], [18],
[27], [28]. An additional study shows that during walking,
stroke patients were found to have poor functionality in their

contralesional limb, not only due to the lesion, but also due
to the ipsilesional limb’s poor influence [29]. These previous
works point toward both the brain’s involvement in interlimb
coordination and the effect of interlimb coordination on gait
functionality. It is for these reasons that interlimb coordination
may play an important role in gait rehabilitation methods,
however it is so far largely unexplored.

B. Model-Based Gait Rehabilitation

Model-based approaches in gait rehabilitation offer a myriad
of advantages, such as repeatability, patient-specific interven-
tions, predictable outcomes, and accurate tracking of patient’s
recovery. However, in order to use a neuromuscular model
in post-stroke gait rehabilitation, the model must have a few
specific qualities. First, the model must simply be proven
to work properly. A model would be useless if it was not
able to generate human-like locomotion in a variety of cir-
cumstances. Second, the model must be complex enough to
represent human gait accurately. Assumptions made by an
oversimplified model would take the significance out of any
conclusions drawn from this model. Finally, the model needs
to include the brain, or a simplified version of the supraspinal
processes. Without this interaction between the brain, reflexes,
and muscles, it would not be possible to gain insight on how
to properly provide stroke rehabilitation interventions. It was
for this last reason that many candidate models were not seen
as a good fit for this study. These models do not rely on the
brain to initiate and control locomotion, as gait is generated
completely by reflex-based controllers or a predefined set of
movements collected from human subjects [30]–[33].

Therefore, the neuromuscular gait model developed by
Song et. al. was chosen for this study [25]. This neuromus-
cular gait model was the only model to meet all three of the
above conditions as well as be open-source for academic use.
This model is an accurate and complex, three dimensional gait
model able to achieve steady locomotion. The model has been
shown to output muscle activity and kinematic data similar to
that of human subjects in a variety of steady-state situations
as well as in a few disturbance experiments [25], [26]. In one
of these experiments, the model was unilaterally perturbed
by shifting the ground under one of its feet during stance
phase, simulating slipping. The model’s behavior compared
extremely well with human subject data from the same test.
Previous studies such as this prove the validity of the model
and suggest it is a good fit for our study. The model consists
of a trunk, thighs, shanks, and feet. Revolute joints make up
the hips, knees, and ankles, with 2 degrees of freedom (DoF)
at each hip, 1 Dof at each knee, and 1 Dof at each ankle. The
model interacts with the ground through 4 contact points on
each foot. Gait is goal-driven through the following 3 tasks,
in order of decreasing importance: stay upright, achieve steady
gait, and minimize energy usage. The version of the model
used in this study is calibrated (or optimized) to walk on
flat ground, in a straight line, at an average walking speed.
Locomotion is controlled at its highest level by a supraspinal
layer that sets desired foot placement, foot clearance, and
trunk angle, and decides which leg will take the next step.
The spinal layer then works based on the information passed
along from the supraspinal layer, and considers 10 modules
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during stance or swing to achieve what the supraspinal layer
instructs. Next, the spinal layer sends specific inputs to each
of the 22 Hill-type muscle tendon units (MTU). The MTUs
put the body in motion, where it then interacts with the
environment and attempts to walk and remain upright [25].
The complexity, accuracy, and presence of a supraspinal layer
make this model a great fit for this study, which aims at
investigating supraspinal processes in complex environments.

C. Variable Stiffness Treadmill (VST)

The VST is a unique tool for evoking brain involvement
in gait. The VST is able to perturb the subject through
unilateral stiffness perturbations at any point in the stance
phase and for any amount of time [22]–[24]. When a stiff-
ness perturbation occurs, one side of the treadmill lowers
its stiffness, simulating walking on a soft surface. Previous
experiments with the VST have suggested that this unilateral
stiffness perturbation results in brain involvement that controls
interlimb coordination. Specifically, after a unilateral stiffness
perturbation, a response on the contralateral (unperturbed) leg
is not seen for 150ms [18]. This latency of >150ms suggests a
transcortical reflex mechanism [34]. Another VST experiment
captures electroencephalographic (EEG) data of the subject
during gait perturbations. In this experiment, the subject’s left
leg is perturbed, but significant changes are seen on the left
side of the brain, which is responsible for controlling the right
side of the body [17]. These past experiments show evidence
of the brain’s involvement in controlling the contralateral side
of the body during a unilateral stiffness perturbation.

III. METHODS

A. Experimental Procedure

In an effort to investigate mechanisms of interlimb coordi-
nation during human gait, an experiment was conducted using
five healthy subjects (age 25 ± 5.4 years, weight 845 ± 156 N)
on the Variable Stiffness Treadmill (VST). For the duration
of this experiment, the subjects were supported by a body
weight support harness, offloading 30% of their total weight.
Note that the body weight support was for safety only and
has been shown to not influence muscle activity at a value
of 30% [35]. While walking on the VST, the subjects were
unilaterally perturbed (on their left side) by a lowering of
ground stiffness. These decreased stiffness perturbations began
at about 130ms after left heel strike and lasted for the rest of
the left stance phase. The decreased stiffness perturbations had
values of 100kN/m, 50kN/m and 10kN/m, where 1MN/m was
assumed rigid. The right side of the treadmill was to remain at
1MN/m, or rigid, for the entirety of the experiment. Since we
are interested in the mechanisms of interlimb coordination,
only the contralateral (right) leg was observed during this
study by recording muscle activity and kinematic data. This
data consisted of tibialis anterior (TA) activity, soleus activity,
hip flexion-extension angle, knee flexion-extension angle, and
ankle dorsiplantar flexion angle. It should be noted that a
random number of unperturbed steps, ranging from 3 to 7,
were left in between successive perturbations to allow the
subject to regain their balance and not anticipate the next
stiffness perturbation. Each subject withstood an average of

17 ± 2.3 perturbations at each stiffness level [17]. These
experimental protocols are approved by the University of
Delaware Institutional Review Board (IRB ID#: 1544521-1)
and subjects gave informed consent.

B. Modeling

A neuromuscular gait model was then put through the same
conditions as in the human experiment. This model has proven
to be valid in a variety of unperturbed circumstances and a
few perturbed circumstances, but was not initially equipped
to allow for walking on a variable stiffness surface [25], [26].
Therefore, the model needed to be adapted to simulate the
unilateral variable stiffness environment, while allowing the
introduction of a set of supraspinal control circuits neces-
sary to remain balanced through such a perturbation. The
added supraspinal controller modulates the target angle of
attack (AoA) and target hip to ankle span (H2AS) after a
unilateral stiffness perturbation, for the next swing phase of
the contralateral leg. These variables are explained in detail
below. After the model’s environment was updated to allow
for a variable stiffness ground and the supraspinal controller
was added, we were able to begin tuning this controller to
make the model behave more like the subjects in the human
experiment. We were able to measure how well the model’s
response replicated the human response by comparing the
TA activity, soleus activity, hip flexion-extension angle, knee
flexion-extension angle, and dorsiplantar flexion ankle angle
for the contralateral swing phase following the onset of the
perturbation. The high-level controller was tuned until the
model’s response best mimicked the human response.

C. Model Adaptation

In this study, we wanted to examine interlimb coordination
after a unilateral stiffness perturbation, so we altered the
model to allow for this. The model interacts with the ground
by using four contact points on each foot. For each of the
contact points of the left foot, which is on the perturbed side,
the stiffness of the interaction between the contact point and
the ground was changed from a constant value to a variable
controlled using a gain and a switch. This allowed both the
magnitude and timing of the stiffness perturbation to be easily
controlled.

We tested the model immediately after making these
changes, and unsurprisingly, the model was not able to stay
balanced after the stiffness perturbation. After the low stiffness
perturbation on the left side, the right foot would demonstrate
toe drag and the model would fall forward immediately
(as depicted in Fig. 1). We concluded that the model was not
currently set up for walking on soft surfaces.

In an attempt to balance the model after the perturbation,
we decided to alter two target variables in the supraspinal
control layer of the model. These two variables, the only
two control variables for this study, were target angle of
attack (AoA) and target hip to ankle span (H2AS).1 The AoA
is the angle made between the ground and the straight line

1In previous versions of the model by Song et al., target AoA & H2AS are
αtgt & lclr , respectively. These variable names were changed for this work
to improve clarity.
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Fig. 1. Unaltered neuromuscular gait model cannot remain balanced
after a 10kN/m unilateral (left leg) stiffness perturbation.

Fig. 2. (a) Target angle of attack being approached (left) and
achieved (right) during swing phase. (b) Target hip to ankle span during
swing phase being achieved to avoid toe drag.

connecting the hip and ankle of the swing leg. The target AoA
is the desired angle to be made upon heel strike. The angle of
attack determines both how far to flex the hip during swing and
the overall stride length, with a smaller target angle leading
to a longer stride (illustrated in Fig. 2a). The H2AS is the
straight-line (Euclidean) distance between the hip and ankle
of the swing leg. The target H2AS is the desired minimum
distance to be achieved during swing phase to avoid toe drag.
A lower target H2AS would result in the foot being brought
higher off the ground during swing, shortening the distance
between the hip and ankle (illustrated in Fig. 2b) [25]. These
parameters were chosen because the combination of these two
variables essentially plan out the model’s entire swing phase.
In this model, as well as in previous iterations of this model,
swing is achieved through three main tasks [25], [30], [36].
First, the knee must flex after toe off to achieve the target
H2AS to avoid toe drag. Next, the hip must flex to a desired
value to place the foot above a desired location that meets
the target AoA. Finally, the knee must extend to reach the
ground and achieve heel strike [37]. Together, the target AoA
and target H2AS were proposed to be sufficient in balancing
the model as they correct the issues of toe drag and falling

Fig. 3. Block diagram of added high-level controller that alters target
angle of attack and hip to ankle span of right leg based off impulse felt
at left heel strike. Note: (t) indicates continuous time variables, while (k)
indicates discrete time variables.

forward that the model originally experienced under stiffness
perturbations.

Now that we had the idea of changing the target AoA and
target H2AS, we needed to create circuitry in the model to
allow it to recognize a lower stiffness and adapt. To achieve
this, a mechanism was added that measured the impulse felt
J , during the initiation of heel strike, as shown below:

J =
∫ τ

0
Fdt (1)

where τ = 0.092 s, and F is the measured vertical force as
the leg touches the floor. This specific τ value was selected
because it allowed the model to gather enough data without
adding large delays into the system. The impulse felt on that
step was then compared to the impulse felt when walking on
a rigid surface (Jo), which can be thought of as what the
model expected to feel. Based on the error between these
values (�J = J − Jo), a value is calculated that acts as a gain
that scales the target AoA and target H2AS for the ensuing
contralateral swing phase (see block diagram in Fig. 3). Both
of these values were decreased as the ground stiffness got
softer, making the model take a bigger step and lift the
leg higher during the right leg swing phase after a left leg
perturbation.

It should be noted that, for the sake of simplicity, the target
H2AS of the model only affects the angle of the knee.
To properly avoid toe drag, the ankle angle should be affected
as well. To account for this, an additional low-level controller
was appended that adds extra stimulation to the tibialis anterior
proportional to the change in H2AS. This pattern of scaling
dorsiflexion with H2AS was missing from the model and
affected our study. Again this was done to help the model
more closely resemble human gait and better avoid toe drag.
This low-level controller simply adds an extra gain into the
controller that stimulates the tibialis anterior muscle in the
model. The equation of the controller was empirically found
to be Tn = To + 3�h, where Tn is the new TA gain, To is
the original TA gain, and �h is the change in the H2AS.
There are a few studies that suggest the TA is controlled
in part by supraspinal mechanisms [38], [39]. But since this
controller is not the focus of this study, and was simply a
small improvement to the model, it will not be discussed any
more for the remainder of the paper. The rest of this paper
will focus on the high-level controller discussed more in the
paragraph below.

D. High-Level Controller Development

To properly formulate and tune the aforementioned
supraspinal controller, the best measure of success was to
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Fig. 4. Right side muscle activity and kinematic data after left side stiffness perturbation. Note that HS and TO are the heel strike and toe off of
the unperturbed leg, respectively. (a) is the experimental human response. (b) is the model’s response before any supraspinal changes were made.
(c) is the model’s response after the proposed supraspinal controller that modulates the target AoA and H2AS was added.

consider how well the model displayed human-like behavior
(i.e. how well the model simulated the experimental results).
While we could simply look at how long the model stayed
balanced after the perturbation, we do not believe this alone
would have been a sufficient gauge. This is because we were
only affecting the behavior of the right step directly after the
perturbation, so the model would later fall after a few more
steps no matter how well we tuned the high-level controller.
So, the best way we found to measure the validity of the
controller was to compare muscle activity and kinematic data
of the right step following the left side perturbation for the
model with real human data from the experiment on the
VST. The main comparison was with the experimental results
shown in Fig. 4a, displaying tibialis anterior and soleus muscle
activity, as well as hip, knee and ankle kinematics in the
sagittal plane. The data from the model was compared to these
graphs based not only on values, but also on overall trends.

In order to find an equation for the high-level controller,
we empirically tested different AoA and H2AS values and
compared the muscle activation (TA, SOL) and kinematics
(hip, knee, ankle) of the contralateral (unperturbed) leg to

the experimentally collected human data. The criteria used
when assessing the model’s data were as follows. First, there
needed to be separation between trials. The model should
react to different perturbation levels in different ways. Second,
as the different trials separate from each other, they should
deviate from the rigid trial in order of decreasing stiffness.
For example, the model’s reaction to the 10kN/m trial should
differ from the rigid trial more than the 100kN/m. Third,
the overall shape of each trial should be similar to the rigid
trial. There should only be slight changes in magnitude and
not any extreme outliers. Fourth, the correlation coefficient
was computed between the simulated model data and the
human data. A coefficient closer to +1 indicates a better
match. This was found to be effective only to a degree due
to the difference in rigid (or baseline) trials. In other words,
without a perturbation, the muscle activity and kinematic
data for the model and human are not exactly the same in
profile and magnitude. This led to the idea of finding the
correlation coefficient between the human and model data after
the baseline rigid trial had been subtracted. This method then
compares the change in response from rigid walking, which
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we thought was appropriate for this study. Again, a coefficient
closer to +1 indicates a better match.

After using these methods to carefully compare the human
and model data among all three perturbation stiffness levels
(100kN/m, 50kN/m, and 10kN/m), we formulated the follow-
ing equations (2). These equations define the new target AoA
(αn) and H2AS (hn) as functions of the previously calculated
corresponding values, (α) and (h), respectively. Note that (α)
and (h) are the target values calculated by the model for rigid
ground walking.

αn = f (�J, m) α, hn = g (�J, m) h (2)

where f and g are functions of the difference/error in the
impulse felt when walking on a rigid and a compliant surface
(shown in Fig. 3), as well as the mass (m) of the subject.
These equations therefore account for an adjustment of the
corresponding control variables, as α and h are calculated for
rigid walking surfaces. After comparing simulated and actual
data, the following functions were identified.

f (�J, m) = a1�J

m
+ b1, g (�J, m) = a2�J

m
+ b2 (3)

where a = a1 = a2 = −0.32 K g
Ns , and b = b1 = b2 = 1,

i.e. the two functions f and g ended up being equal ( f =
g = G). Note that G will be used to represent the gain
used to modulate the AoA and H2AS for the remainder of
the paper. The parameters for these functions as well as all
following functions were determined through the method of
least squares. For the different stiffness levels, the change in
impulse (�J ) was found from the response of the model, while
the AoA and H2AS gain (G) was found empirically to best
fit human data. Now that data points were found (G vs. �J ),
an equation was fit to that data with an R2 value of 0.96.

To summarize, here is an example of how the above
high-level controller works. When the model steps on a softer
surface, the impulse felt will be less than expected, resulting
in a positive �J value. This value is the input to (3), which
outputs the gain to be multiplied by the original AoA and
H2AS to obtain the new values. These new values will be less
than the original, resulting in a longer stride and more foot
clearance, respectively.

IV. RESULTS
A. Kinematics & Muscle Activity

The results of this study show that by altering the target
angle of attack (AoA), target hip to ankle span (H2AS) and
the activation of the tibialis anterior in relation to the H2AS,
we were able to produce muscle activity and kinematic data
from the model that agrees with the human experimental data.
This similar output can be seen by comparing the human data
(Fig. 4a) and the final model data (Fig. 4c). For comparison,
the model output without the developed high-level controller
is shown in Fig. 4b.

Large differences can be seen when comparing the human
response of the unperturbed leg (Fig. 4a) to the initial model
response of the unperturbed leg (Fig. 4b). As this is data
from the model pre-modification, the model is not sufficiently
changing its gait for different perturbation levels. A general

trend with this data is that the rigid, 100kN/m, and 50kN/m
trials all generate about the same response, while the response
to the 10kN/m trial was extremely different. This is not a
human-like response and is due to the model walking nearly
the same way no matter the ground stiffness. The 10kN/m
trial is an outlier because the ground was so soft that the
left foot of the model sank down far enough that the right
foot experienced significant toe drag and fell immediately
(Fig. 1). The other perturbation levels were not significant
enough to cause the model to fall immediately, although
it would fall within another step or two. Overall, the pre-
modification model did not display adaptable behavior with
the environment.

After modifying the model, significant improvements can
be seen when comparing the final model response (Fig. 4c)
with the human response (Fig. 4a). The model now displays
very similar trends to the human data. In general, there is
separation between each of the different trials, signifying the
model adapting to its surroundings. This can be seen best
with the TA activity and the knee angle. The response of
the model for different perturbation magnitudes are clearly
distinguishable, and even deviate farther from the rigid trial
as the magnitude of the perturbation increases. Also, none of
the trials with the model display extreme outlier behavior as
the 10kN/m response does in the pre-modification response
of the model. This is because, post-modification, the model
never experienced toe drag after a perturbation. Next, Table I
shows a significant improvement in correlation coefficient
values after adding the supraspinal controller to the 10kN/m
trial. However, this method of comparison does not show
significant change (positive or negative) for the 50kN/m or
100kN/m trials. It is for this reason that Table II was created.
To reiterate, Table II shows the correlation between model
and human data at 10kN/m, 50kN/m, and 100kN/m after their
respective baseline (rigid trial) data has been subtracted from
them. This table shows significant improvements in correlation
for hip and knee kinematics for all three stiffness levels. While
the same is not shown for the TA, SOL, and ankle, this
was expected to a degree and will be further discussed in
the Shortcomings section of the Discussion below. Last, after
adding the high-level controller to select new target AoA and
target H2AS values, the model stays upright and balances for
multiple steps after all of the perturbation tests. The model can
be seen in Fig. 5 staying balanced after the lowest stiffness
perturbation of 10kN/m.

B. Angle of Attack & Hip to Ankle Span

After realizing the significant improvement that changing
the target AoA and H2AS had on the model, we wanted
to go back and confirm that the human subjects were also
changing these same parameters. We decided to compare
the AoA and H2AS in real time for the entire right swing
phase after the perturbation for the model and human sub-
jects on the VST [40]. For the sake of simplicity, we only
compared two scenarios: no perturbation (rigid) and reduced
stiffness of 50kN/m. This comparison can be seen in Fig. 6,
which shows that both the model and human subjects have
a lower target AoA and H2AS when challenged with a low
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TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN MODEL AND HUMAN DATA

TABLE II
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN BASELINE (RIGID TRIAL) SUBTRACTED MODEL AND HUMAN DATA

Fig. 5. Neuromuscular gait model, with added supraspinal controller,
remaining balanced after a 10kN/m unilateral (left leg) stiffness pertur-
bation (compare to Fig. 1).

stiffness perturbation. This further validates altering the
model’s target AoA and H2AS to help it recover from a
unilateral stiffness perturbation.

C. Response Equations

Aside from (3), two more relationships were uncovered.
These equations are not directly used by the model, but were
instead discovered based on how the model responded to
different perturbation levels. The first of which relates the
impulse error (�J ) to the stiffness of the perturbation (4).

�J = c

m
∗ ed K p (4)

where c = 1051.2 kN∗kg
m , d = −0.0117 kN

m , and K p is the
stiffness of the perturbation. The form of this equation was
chosen first of all due to how well it fits the experimental
data, with an R2 value of 0.91 (see Fig. 7). The form was
also chosen based on the behavior of the equation at K p = 0
and as K p approaches infinity. At K p = 0, �J takes on its
maximum value, which corresponds to the maximum impulse
error. This value can be thought of as the impulse felt on

Fig. 6. Angle of attack and hip to angle span vs. time for both a human
subject (left graphs) and the model (right graphs) displaying similar
trends. This is in real time and the target values are marked on each
respective graph. Referencing back to (2), “Old Target” corresponds to α
or h and “New Target” corresponds toαn or hn. Only 50 kN

m was displayed
here for the sake of simplicity.

rigid ground, since there would be no ground reaction on
a surface with a 0kN/m stiffness (�J = Jo since J = 0).
As K p approaches infinity, �J approaches 0. This makes
sense because as the ground stiffness increases beyond the
1000kN/m that was deemed rigid, �J should continue to
approach 0.

Finally, combining (3) and (4), (5) was derived. This shows
the relationship between the gain value (G) used to modulate
both the target AoA and H2AS and the stiffness of the
perturbation. We believe this relationship could be useful in
future medical applications and will be explained below in the
Future Applications section of the Discussion.

G = p

m2 ∗ e(d K p) + b (5)

where p = −336.4 kg2, d = −0.0117 kN
m , and b = 1. These

parameters were fit to experimental data with an R2 value
of 0.99.
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Fig. 7. Fitting (4) to experimental data.

V. DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest that the brain could be
controlling interlimb coordination through target parameters
such as target angle of attack (AoA) and target hip to ankle
span (H2AS). This has the potential to shape future post-stroke
rehabilitation methods using the VST. The rest of the discus-
sion section will look further into the brain’s involvement in
interlimb coordination, point out shortcomings of the model
used, and consider the future applications of these findings.

A. Supraspinal Involvement

This paper shows that by altering the target AoA, target
H2AS and the relationship between TA activation and H2AS,
we were able to produce muscle activity and kinematic data
from the neuromuscular gait model that agrees with human
subjects (see Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c). This is a significant con-
tribution because it suggests a possible explanation as to how
human subjects are able to withstand and recover from uni-
lateral stiffness perturbations using supraspinal mechanisms.
Since previous studies have shown the brain’s involvement
in interlimb coordination after a unilateral stiffness pertur-
bation, this study suggests that the brain may be controlling
parameters such as AoA and H2AS when balancing after the
perturbation [17], [18]. As stated previously, the target AoA
and target H2AS were altered using the same gain value that
was based on the impulse felt at heel strike. This impulse
is clearly then related to the stiffness of the perturbation
and quantifying these relationships might be useful for future
model-based approaches.

To clarify, the model was not the inspiration to control
target parameters that plan out the stride path. The model
did however motivate looking specifically at the two variables
(AoA and H2AS), as this is the method of stride planning
it uses. The model is therefore imperative in developing the
equations in this study.

B. Shortcomings

While the neuromuscular gait model used is
extremely complex, it obviously does not exactly mimic

human-like behavior. The discrepancy between the human
and model responses could be a cause for questioning the
significance of the results of this study, but we believe that
the differences are minor enough that the results remain valid.
The differences are discussed below.

First, the ankle kinematics from the model and human
subjects (see Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c) simply do not match very
well, and Tables I and II show that the ankle does not improve
significantly outside of the 10kN/m trial. This is most likely
due to the lack of toes on the model. The feet of the model
use four contact points to interact with the ground, two at
the heel of the foot and two at the ball. Because of the
absence of toes, there is a lack of extra propulsion during
toe off [41]. The model has to plantarflex more during toe
off to generate sufficient thrust. Also, the model displays less
dorsiflexion during mid to late swing. This is possibly also
due to the model’s lack of toes, resulting in a shorter foot
length, and leading to a smaller required dorsiflexion angle
to avoid toe drag. The issue with the ankle kinematics could
also be due to the energy cost optimization this model uses
to achieve locomotion [25]. The model tends to straighten the
knee fairly early in the stance phase as this was found to
be most energy efficient. This causes less dorsiflexion late in
stance and explains why the model’s ankle plantarflexes more
towards 80% to 100% of the gait cycle [25].

Second, the tibialis anterior and soleus activity do not
improve significantly in the 50kN/m and 100kN/m trials
(see Tables I and II). This could first be due to these two
stiffness levels not being severe enough to demand a significant
change in muscle activity. It could also be due to the inherent
shortcomings of the model. The baseline profile of the TA
and SOL activity are not extremely similar. Peak muscle
activation levels occur at different points in the gait cycle.
Also, the model displays an “on/off” behavior at times that
can be seen very well in the TA and SOL activity in Fig. 4c.
The model will make steep jumps from one level of muscle
activity to another, even dropping to 0% for extended periods.
This behavior is not seen in the human data (Fig.4a). Due to
the difference in baseline human and model data, we were
not expecting significant numerical improvements for the TA
or SOL. Even the method of subtracting out the baseline
data could not account for how differently the model and
human behave in terms of their muscle activity. However,
we do not believe this is a major issue, as we were still
able to visually distinguish between different trials and avoid
any outliers. Additionally, significant improvements across all
stiffness levels were made to the hip and knee kinematics,
which are more important measures in achieving the desired
functional outcomes of longer stride length and more ground
clearance.

Finally, the model does not balance as well as a human. For
VST experiments, human subjects that experienced unilateral
stiffness perturbations were always able to remain upright and
continue walking. For the model, this was not always the
case. After a perturbation, the model would end up falling
anywhere between one and six steps after the perturbation.
This was mainly due to the fact that the added high-level
controller only modulated the following contralateral step after
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the perturbation. The controller did not have a lasting effect
that would have assisted in long-term balance recovery from
the perturbation. Next, the model eventually falling could
possibly be due to the model not being attached to a body
weight support, assisting in remaining upright. Also, the lack
of toes, as well as the simplification of the upper body to a
rigid segment without arms, could have contributed to a lesser
ability to balance. In human walking, both the toes and arms
contribute to better balance, especially in terms of recovering
from a perturbation [42]–[44]. For these reasons, the model
remaining balanced and upright long after the perturbation was
not the main concern of this study.

C. Future Applications

This study could aid in the future design of model-based
stroke rehabilitation protocols. These protocols could be
patient specific and perturb the subject in a systematic way that
would lead to specific functional outcomes. Rearranging (5),
we can acquire (6). This shows us what level of stiffness
perturbation we would need in order to achieve a desired
change in AoA and H2AS. In other words, this equation shows
how we have control over a subject’s AoA and H2AS by
changing the magnitude of the controlled perturbation.

K p = q ln(r m2(G − b)) (6)

where q = −85.47 kN
m , r = −0.00297 kg−2, b = 1. Since this

equation is simply a rearrangement of (5), it also has an R2

value of 0.99.
Here is an example as to how this relationship could be

useful: suppose we analyze the gait of a stroke patient (body
mass of 80 kg) and conclude that their paretic leg is experienc-
ing toe drag and taking smaller steps than the non-paretic leg.
After a few calculations based off their kinematics, we realize
that their minimum AoA and H2AS need to be 4% smaller
than what they currently are. Using (6), we can deduce that
unilateral stiffness perturbations of 23 kN/m on the non-paretic
leg would encourage the proper correction of the paretic leg’s
swing phase. Repetitive stiffness perturbations at that level
could encourage the subject to walk with a decreased AoA and
H2AS, and through practice, result in targeted rehabilitation
protocols with specific functional outcomes.

Additionally, this study could help with controller design for
robust bipedal robots, aiding in the ability of these robots to
remain upright even after a significant unilateral perturbation
caused by expected or unexpected walking surface changes.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper suggests that after a unilateral stiffness pertur-
bation, the brain may be controlling parameters such as target
angle of attack and target hip to ankle span on the contralateral
side to keep the body balanced. In this study, a neuromuscular
gait model was compared to and tuned based on human subject
experimental data. This model that was originally not able to
withstand a unilateral stiffness perturbation was able to do
so by changing the two target parameters (AoA and H2AS)
based on the stiffness of the ground, using a new high-level
controller. This relationship between perturbation level and

the target parameters may be useful in the design of gait
rehabilitation for stroke patients, hopefully correcting common
post-stroke gait issues like unilateral shortened stride length
and toe drag.
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